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I. Introduction
The melting of the Arctic ice cap leads to increased commercial interest in these maritime regions, such as

shipping via the Northeast Passage and oil and gas exploration, leading to a need to develop new long-range unmanned

technologies to support operations as well as to provide solutions for environmental monitoring. This Note attempts

to support this development by adding to the capabilities of fixed-wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) such that

they can support new types of long-range missions. Circular towing is looked into as a way to increase the range

of possible missions, by adding the possibility of maneuvers where the towed endbody moves at speeds much lower

than the minimum UAV speed (potentially interesting for various surveillance and tracking applications), facilitating

high-precision, gentle object placement of instruments/equipment that are sensitive to g-forces, and the possibility of

manipulating or retrieving small objects. While many research efforts have established that an optimally configured

steady-state circular towing scenario in the absence of wind and disturbances yields an endbody that is stabilized in a

low speed, small radius orbit relative to a point on the ground [1–5], the challenging operating conditions in the arctic

and maritime environments demand a design that is fairly robust to moderate wind levels and also to some degree to

variations in wind magnitude and direction. The effect of wind on the aerially towed system is analyzed in [3, 6–9] in

various level of detail, but the achievable endbody precision in winds for a small UAV towed system cannot be derived

from any of these studies due to significant differences in towed system size or application.

A detailed review of key publications related to the general modeling and dynamics of circularly towed aerial

systems is provided in [5]. Particularly relevant for the present work are publications from the TACAMO project that

describe challenges and lessons learned from a circularly towed long-trailing wire antenna that has been operated by the

U.S. Air Force on a regular basis for several decades. Borst et al. describe the development of a fuzzy logic control

algorithm for suppressing wind induced altitude "yoyo" oscillations of the long trailing antenna in [10]. Brushwood et al.

state that flight testing with the automated Anti-YoYo (AYY) function consistently decreased the peak-to-peak tension

oscillations of the towed antenna and that the vertical oscillations generally decreased by seventy percent [11]. While

the TACAMO project focuses on maximizing the verticality of the towcable/antenna rather than minimizing the motion

of the towed endbody, this work gave reason to believe that the towcable tension could be a useful feedback parameter to
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a controller aimed at stabilizing the position of the endbody in the presence of winds and other disturbances. A U.S.

Air Force research report from 1972 [12] studying the yoyo phenomenon concludes that controlling to a non-constant

altitude orbit is the favored method (in terms of performance) to eliminate or minimize the altitude oscillations caused

by winds. Several later studies confirm these results, such as [6] and [8]. The surveyed literature adopts a number of

different approaches to control the position of the towed endbody. Active control of the towed body is discussed by

Colton et. al [13] and Williams studies the effect of controlling the cable length [8]. Finally, the control of the towed

endbody through manipulation of the towing vehicle motion is considered by many [6, 9, 10, 14]. This last approach is

popular, and is also the subject of the present study, as it does not require design of additional mechanisms. Robust

controllers have been developed previously for a closely related scenario, where the towing mothership trajectory is

computed based on a desired trajectory for a towed drogue intended for docking of Micro Air Vehicles, specifically a

Backstepping controller in [9] and a Model Predictive Controller (MPC) in [14].

For a UAV towed system the allowable weight of the towed body is very low, hence a complex actuation and control

scheme associated with the towed endbody is viewed as a major challenge (particularly in terms of adequate power

supply). The current research plan is first to study the achievable performance resulting from robust path control of the

UAV only (the topic of this Note), then to consider possible simple strategies for direct manipulation of the towed object

in order to provide the additional precision required for the mission. This Note builds on [5], the first known study to

consider the feasibility of precision object placement/pickup using a UAV towed system, but now also considering the

effects of steady winds on the system. The main objective of the present work is to develop a path planning and control

strategy for the circularly towing small UAV to minimize the towed endbody motion in the presence of steady winds,

and to verify the achievable precision of the endbody in different wind levels through simulation. While some system

parameters may vary, the results presented give a good indication of achievable performance for cable-body systems that

are circularly towed by a small UAV. The strategy involves the development of a Sliding Mode Controller (SMC), as the

robust properties are expected to help stabilize the towed cable-body system.

Also,[15] presents an early version of the work contained in this Note. New content includes demonstration of the

SMC, the path compensations to allow the towed endbody to stabilize around the ground-fixed target in winds and

expanded simulator results that cover more wind cases and also demonstrate robustness to uncertainties.

II. Modeling of Physical System
This section describes the model used to represent the physical UAV towed system. The reference coordinate system

and the system geometry used for the mathematical modeling are illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 UAV towed system geometries.

A. System Geometries

Assuming a flat, non-rotating Earth, the inertial reference frame is selected as a right-handed coordinate system

where the X-axis is aligned with the East, the Y-axis points to the North and the Z axis points up. The origin of the

inertial frame is O and the unit vectors are I, J and K along the X, Y and Z axis respectively. O is assumed to be placed

at the target position on the ground where an object should be placed/picked-up. In the presence of a constant wind to

the East, previous studies ([6], [8]) have shown that the desired UAV orbit center must be shifted a significant distance

upwind and also slightly to the South for the towed endbody to remain at/near O as illustrated in Fig. 1. The slight shift

to the South is due to the fact that the UAV spends much more time flying upwind (West) than downwind (East). The

desired orbit center of the towing UAV is labeled C with coordinates (XC , YC , H). In the absence of wind, XC = YC = 0.

The angle between the horizontal projection of the UAV position vector relative to (XC , YC , 0) and the X-axis is given by

θ, the radius of the towing UAV orbit is RTP and the average offset of the endbody from O in the XY-plane is RB. As

forces acting on the UAV are best coordinetized in a reference frame that is moving with the UAV (body-fixed) we

will define a coordinate system with unit vectors b1, b2 and b3 in the x, y and z axis respectively, by performing a yaw

(ψ), flight path (γ) and bank (φ) Euler angle rotation sequence (also known as 3-1-2 rotation). Conversion of a vector

expressed in the inertial reference frame to the body frame can easily be made by computing a coordinate transformation

matrix (RT):

RT =



cos φ cosψ − sin φ sin γ sinψ cos φ sinψ + sin φ sin γ cosψ − sin φ cos γ

− cos γ sinψ cos γ cosψ sin γ

sin φ cosψ + cos φ sin γ sinψ sin φ sinψ − cos φ sin γ cosψ cos φ cos γ


(1)
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To properly address the effects of wind on the UAV, note that γ refers to the airmass-referenced flight path angle. Also,

the modelling of winds for a point mass model is summarized in [16].

B. Towing UAV Model

The low mass and operating speeds associated with a UAV towing vehicle make UAV towed systems particularly

sensitive to the loads generated by the towed cable and endbody, and also to atmospheric disturbances such as winds.

The goal of this note has been to demonstrate acceptable performance up to 5 m/s wind. Beyond this wind level, the

vertical yoyo-oscillations of the endmass approaches the UAV towing radius, making further compensation with the

proposed methods impossible. To ensure that UAV performance limitations are taken into account it is necessary to

include the UAV point mass equations of motion in the simulation analysis of the system dynamics. Since the circular

towing maneuver will require operations close to the minimum speed of the UAV as shown in [5], controlling to a

constant airspeed relative to the airmass (VUAV ), provides a margin to stall. From kinematics we have that the inertial

velocity of the UAV can be expressed as follows:

ÛPUAVX = −VUAV sinψ cos γ + wX (2)

ÛPUAVY = VUAV cosψ cos γ + wY (3)

ÛPUAVZ = VUAV sin γ + wZ (4)

Eqs. 2, 3 and 4 can be written in vector form as:

ÛPUAV = VR + w (5)

VR and w represents the velocity vector of the UAV with respect to the surrounding air and the estimated steady wind

vector respectively, both expressed relative to the inertial frame. In this study, only constant wind is considered. The

inertial acceleration expressed in the body-fixed frame can be determined from VR using the transport theorem:

ÜPUAV = −VUAV

(
Ûγ sin φ + Ûψ cos γ cos φ

)
b1 + ÛVUAVb2 + VUAV

(
Ûγ cos φ − Ûψ cos γ sin φ

)
b3 (6)

The summation of forces acting on the aircraft (FUAV) are:∑
FUAV = (Mg sin φ cos γ + FCb1 )b1 + (TUAV cosα − D − Mg sin γ + FCb2 )b2

+ (L + TUAV sinα − Mg cos γ cos φ + FCb3 )b3 (7)

M denotes the UAV mass, α is its angle of attack and TUAV ,D and L represent the magnitude of the thrust force, the

drag force and the lift force acting on the UAV. The towcable force acting on the towing UAV in terms of body-fixed

components, FC = (FCb1, FCb2, FCb3 ), will be computed from the cable tension force at the top of the towcable (TN),
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recognizing that FC = −RTTN. Now we can get expressions for the dynamics by applying Newton’s Second Law.

−VUAV

(
Ûγ sin φ + Ûψ cos γ cos φ

)
= g cos γ sin φ +

FCb1

M
(8)

ÛVUAV =
TUAV cosα − D + FCb2

M
− g sin γ (9)

VUAV

(
Ûγ cos φ − Ûψ cos γ sin φ

)
=

L + TUAV sinα + FCb3

M
− g cos γ cos φ (10)

Eqs. 8 and 10 can be solved for Ûγ by multiplying by sin φ and cos φ respectively and subtracting the resulting expressions.

Similarly, Ûψ is obtained by multiplying Eq. 8 by cos φ and Eq. 10 by sin φ and adding the expressions. The dynamic

UAV equations can then be written as:

Ûγ =
(L + TUAV sinα + FCb3 ) cos φ − FCb1 sin φ

MVUAV
−
g cos γ
VUAV

(11)

ÛVUAV =
TUAV cosα − D + FCb2

M
− g sin γ (12)

Ûψ = −
(L + TUAV sinα + FCb3 ) sin φ + FCb1 cos φ

MVUAV cos γ
(13)

The lift and drag forces are assumed to have the following form:

L = qCLUAV S = q[CLα(α − α0)]S (14)

D = q
(
CDp +

CLUAV
2

πeÆR

)
S (15)

where q is dynamic pressure, CLUAV is the overall UAV lift coefficient for a particular angle of attack, CLα is the slope

of the lift coefficient curve, α0 is the zero lift angle of attack, CDp is the zero-lift parasitic drag coefficient, S is the wing

surface area, e is the Oswald coefficient and ÆR is the wing aspect ratio.

The aircraft response to a control input is of course not instantaneous. First-order differential equations to model

actual responses to command inputs in angle-of-attack, thrust and bank angle are defined as:

Ûα = kα(αc − α) (16)

ÛT = kT (Tc − T) (17)

Ûφ = kφ(φc − φ) (18)

where plausible values for electric UAV actuators are assumed to be kα = 3.0, kT = 2.0 and kφ = 3.0.

C. Towcable Model

Early research efforts related to the dynamics of towed systems revealed that for scenarios involving a long tow-cable

and/or a fairly light-weight towed body, the cable dynamics is so dominant that it is necessary to treat the cable as

a complete aerodynamic body with properties such as shape, size, mass distribution and elasticity, e.g. [17]. The

equations of motion for the towing cable are approximated by replacing the continuous cable with a set of N mass points
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Fig. 2 Point mass forces

that are connected with massless, elastic thin rods (to model stretching of the cable). The point mass associated with

each cable element is numbered from 1 at the cable end-point through N at the tow-aircraft attachment point. For the

purposes of this study, it is assumed that the unstrained cable segment lengths (l) between the different point-masses are

all equal to 1
N

th of the total cable length (LC). A simplification is made to lump all the external forces acting on each

element at the point mass (node), allowing the motion of each node to be uniquely determined at each time step. This

type of cable model is known as a discrete Lumped Parameter Model (LPM).

The position vector (Pj), velocity vector (Vj) and the acceleration vector (Aj) of the j th point mass with respect to

the inertial frame are given by:

Pj = XjI + YjJ + Z jK (19)

Vj = ÛXjI + ÛYjJ + ÛZ jK (20)

Aj = ÜXjI + ÜYjJ + ÜZ jK (21)

A vector representing each cable element can be computed from the positions of the point masses:

Ej = (Xj − Xj+1)I + (Yj − Yj+1)J + (Z j − Z j+1)K (22)

The cable point masses (mj) for this problem are assumed to be identical cylinders computed from the material density

ρc , the diameter of the cable dc and the unstrained cable element length l.

The relevant forces to include in the analysis are the external forces due to the aerodynamic effects (Faj ) and gravity

(Fgj ) acting on the point masses as well as the internal tension force (Tj) acting between each of the neighboring point

masses. Fig. 2 illustrates the forces acting on the j th point mass along the tow-cable. The detailed derivation and

assumptions related to these forces can be found in Ref. [5]. The relative velocity of the element (vRj) is the difference

between the inertial velocity of the element (Vj) and the wind vector acting on the element (w):

vRj = Vj − w (23)

Once all the forces have been computed, the inertial acceleration of each point mass can be computed from Newton’s
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Table 1 Properties for numerical analysis

Second Law:

A1 =
FB + F1
m1 + mB

(24)

Aj =

∑
Fj

mj
, j = 2, 3, ..., N (25)

Where FB and mB are respectively the net force and the mass of the towed body. The towed body will be modelled as a

small sphere for simplicity. A 4th order Runge Kutta scheme was used to compute all the cable states in Eqs. (19 - 21).

D. System properties

For the purposes of numerical analysis, reasonable values for a small UAV-towed system and environment were

selected and these are summarized in Table 1. Since it is of interest to determine the performance achieved using a

UAV purposely designed for the circular-towing application (which is not available today), the UAV parameters were

selected following a simple survey of parameters available for small UAVs and selecting values favoring good turn
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characteristics. The drag coefficients for the towed cable-body system were taken from Hoerner [18].

III. Guidance and Control Model
The primary objective of tracking control is to derive a means to obtain suitable control input such that the UAV

position vector (PUAV) can track a desired path (PUAVd). The inertial tracking error (e) is defined as:

e = PUAV − PUAVd (26)

Defining the control inputs as (αc,TUAV c,− sin φc) based on Eqs. 16 - 18 we can rewrite the UAV dynamics in Eqs. (11

- 13) as: 

Ûγ

ÛVUAV

Ûψ


=



−
g cosγ
VUAV

+
(TUAV sinα+FC b3 ) cosφ−FC b1 sinφ

MVUAV

−g sin γ − D
M +

FC b2
M

−
[(TUAV sinα+FC b3 ) sinφ+FC b1 cosφ]

MVUAV cosγ


+



ρaVUAVCLα S cosφ
2M 0 0

0 cosα
M 0

0 0 ρaVUAVCLUAV
S

2M cosγ





αc

TUAV c

− sin φc


≡ F +Gu (27)

A. Nominal Path derived for No Wind Scenario

A UAV path can be produced for a particular towed system where an optimized orbit speed and radius vary as

a function of the weight of the UAV and the length of towline. The optimized path considers the relevant system

constraints as described in Ref. [5] including speed limitations of the UAV, minimum cable diameter to not exceed the

breaking strength of the cable, minimum achievable UAV orbit radius and maximum allowable bank angle. In this Note

we will use the optimized towing configuration derived in [5], involving a UAV towing speed of 20.4 m/s, a UAV orbit

radius of 35.5 m, a UAV towing height of 591.4 m and a resulting endbody motion with radius of 1.02 m.

B. UAV Path Control in Winds

In the absence of winds, the towed object can be stabilized in a circular path of much smaller radius directly below

the towing UAV. However, the nice steady-state symmetry of the towed system disappears in the presence of winds. The

aerodynamic forces carry the towed object downwind of the orbit formed by the UAV. This lateral offset causes the

towline tension to vary over the course of an orbit, resulting in vertical "yoyo" oscillations of the towed object matching

the orbit frequency. Additionally, when the UAV is subjected to winds, the UAV airspeed is no longer equal to the UAV

groundspeed. As mentioned previously, it is important to control to a UAV airspeed that provides a safe margin to stall.

In summary, if the system is subjected to steady winds, the path planner should first and foremost stabilize the airspeed,
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Fig. 3 Overview of UAV path planning and control architecture

then it should remove the offset between the towed endbody and the ground-fixed target and finally it should minimize

the vertical oscillations of the endbody. The favored approach should be easy to implement into a UAV platform where

space and computational resources will be limited. Also, the path should be adjusted online in response to changing

winds. The solution presented here uses estimates of the wind and the endbody position error to compute online updates

to the offline optimized steady-state orbit solution. For the purpose of this work we assume that a high-quality wind

sensor is installed onboard the UAV, and that a camera or GPS-based solution supports accurate estimates of towed

endbody position error. The proposed path planning and control architecture is summarized in Fig. 3, and is discussed

in more detail in the subsequent sections.

1. UAV Airspeed Compensation

To remove the effect of the wind on the UAV airspeed, the desired airspeed ( ÛPUAVd ) at a given time, can be taken as

the sum of the (optimized) path planning airspeed (VPath) and the estimated windspeed (w):

ÛPUAVd = VPath + w (28)

If we allow an arbitrary wind direction (θw) as illustrated in Fig. 4 we have:

VPath = (−| ÛPUAVd
| sin θ − |w | cos θw)I + (| ÛPUAVd

| cos θ − |w | sin θw)J (29)

The desired angular velocity to maintain constant airspeed can be derived from Eq. (29) by taking the dot product of

both sides, inserting | ÛPUAVd
| = ÛθRTP , and solving the resulting quadratic equation. We get:

Ûθ = −
|w | sin (θ − θ0)

RTP
+

√
|w |2 sin2 (θ − θ0) + |VPath |

2 − |w |2

RTP
(30)
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Fig. 4 UAV circular path in wind

2. UAV Circular Path Shift to Counter Steady-State Offset to Target

To allow the motion of the endbody to center about the ground fixed target, the no-wind-optimized UAV path is

shifted upwind. In practice, the horizontal path shift is performed as follows:

1) The estimated position of the towed endbody is used to derive the center of the endbody motion.

2) The position error between the center of endbody motion and the ground-fixed target is computed.

3) The UAV path planner gradually shifts the desired UAV circular path center in accordance with the endbody

position error.

Note that this "spiral path" scheme also can be employed if a particular mission calls for surveillance at a speed slower

than the minimum UAV speed. Once the horizontal offsets are minimized, the nominal UAV height will be adjusted in a

similar fashion to remove any vertical offset betwen the endbody and the target.

3. Path Control Strategy to Reduce Vertical Oscillations in Winds

A key control scheme limitation is that a normal instant feedback strategy, where the UAV would make a control

adjustment directly based on a measured upset/offset of the endbody, cannot be employed. Previous work has revealed

that it is necessary to allow up to two orbit periods after a control adjustment for the transients to settle down and the

effect of the update to be evaluated [10]. Different methods to counter the vertical oscillations have been considered

in past studies, including; to reel the cable out/in as the aircraft circles up/down wind [8, 19]; to fly a non-constant

altitude path [8, 12, 19]; and to adjust bank angle based on aircraft heading relative to wind [10]. Flying a non-constant

path appears to be the most promising for a UAV towed system as it does not require any additional hardware beyond

a standard off-the-shelf autopilot. When wind shifts the center of the towed endbody path downwind from the UAV

towing path, the cable tension can be stabilized by forcing the UAV to descend when flying against the wind and forcing
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Fig. 5 Altitude-varying circular towing in winds

Table 2 Wind compensation parameters

Compensation Wind Magnitude
Parameter 1 m/s 3 m/s 5 m/s

∆Hopt 4.0 m 12.0 m 25.0 m
CH 606.5 m 597.5 m 556.5 m

it to climb when flying with the wind. Refer to Fig. 5 for an illustration of this concept.

If the horizontal path is obtained by inserting the optimized no-wind path parameters from Section III.A into

Eq. (30), the optimal vertical path to minimize endbody motion in steady winds can be derived by formulating an

Optimal Control Problem (OCP). In Ref. [20], the authors found that the optimal vertical path in steady winds can be

approximated using a cosine function:

Happrox = ∆Hopt cos (θ − θ0) + CH (31)

∆Hopt and CH are functions of the wind magnitude, as shown in Table 2. CH will be set equal to the UAV altitude that

is updated online to eliminate vertical offsets between the endbody and ground-fixed target.

C. Sliding Mode Controller for Robust UAV Control

Sliding Mode Control provides robust control under the matching condition, i.e. for uncertain terms that enter the

state equations at the same point as the control input. It provides a systematic method that guarantees stability and

consistent performance as long as the system uncertainties stay within a certain bound [21, 22]. A sliding mode control

strategy consists of two different parts, each filling a specific purpose. The first part consists of the design of a sliding

surface/manifold such that once the system is sliding along the manifold the motion satisfies the design specifications. In
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the Sliding Phase the states should remain on the surface and the surface should be designed such that the states tend to

the origin. The second part involves design of a controller that makes the sliding surface attractive to the system states,

i.e. that drives the system trajectories to the sliding manifold in finite time in what is referred to as the Reaching Phase

or Hitting Phase. The main challenge tied to this method is that an ideal SMC performs so well through the means

of high controller activity, which may excite unmodelled dynamics. A number of methods to address this problem,

typically referred to as chattering, exist in the literature. Those that have been implemented and tested as part of this

work, including optimizing the amplitude and rate of the switching term, are discussed in [21]. Note that additional

work to reduce chattering may be required following more extensive simulation and/or flight testing.

For the UAV path control problem, we start by rewriting the equations of motion in normal form. We first note that

ÛVR can be expressed as:

ÛVR =M
[
Ûγ, ÛVUAV , Ûψ

]T
=M (F +Gu) (32)

where M is given by:

M =



VUAV sinψ sin γ − cos γ sinψ −VUAV cosψ cos γ

−VUAV sin γ cosψ cos γ cosψ −VUAV cos γ sinψ

VUAV cos γ sin γ 0


(33)

We can formulate the system equations in terms of the tracking error e. Since the relative degree of the system is 2, we

select:

Ûe1 = e2 = ÛPUAV − ÛPUAVd (34)

Ûe2 = M(F +Gu) − ÜPUAV (35)

Next, we will select a sliding surface in the state-space that specifies the desired error dynamics (rather than controlling

the system states directly). Hence the tracking problem is reduced to a stabilizing problem. We choose the following

PID sliding surface:

s = e2 + a1e1 + a2

∫ t

0
e1dt (36)

By taking ai as a diagonal, positive definite matrix we have that e1 → 0 as t →∞. The rate of change of the sliding

variable s is given by:

Ûs =MF +MGu − ÜPUAVd + a1e2 + a2e1 (37)

While in the sliding phase, the required control input reduces to an equivalent control ueq that can be obtained by

combining the UAV dynamic equations with Ûs = 0. Hence, a good approximation of a continuous control law to remain
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on the sliding surface is:

ûeq = (MĜ)−1( ÜPUAVd −MF̂ − a1e2 − a2e1) (38)

Ĝ and F̂ are computed by inserting the nominal UAV mass (M̂), the best-guess aerodynamic parameters (ĈDp , ĈLα ) and

the best-guess cable tension force (T̂N) into the expressions for F and G from Eq. (27), also recognizing that:

D̂ = q

(
ĈDp +

Ĉ2
LUAV

πeÆR

)
S (39)

ĈLUAV = ĈLα (α − α0) (40)

F̂CN = −RTT̂N (41)

To minimize the error associated with the cable tension force, this work assumes that a tension meter is placed at the

top of the towcable and fed into the control law. The tension measurement would then also be available to prevent

maneuvers that would result in cable rupture.

It is obvious that we need an additional controller term to reach the sliding surface (s = 0) in finite time and to

remain there in the presence of modeling inaccuracies (i.e. to achieve the desired robustness). A switching controller

term v must be designed to drive the trajectories onto (or very near) the sliding surface. A key aspect to consider is

to minimize the gain and hence amplitude of the switch in order to minimize chattering. The procedure followed to

derive the switching controller is based on Lyapunov stability theory, and is described in some detail in Ref. [23]. The

switching control term is taken as:

v = (MĜ)−1kdsign(s) (42)

where kd is a diagonal matrix with the elements of a three dimensional vector k, on the diagonals. In order to satisfy the

sliding condition given in Ref. [22], we design the control law such that each s2
i is a Lyapunov-like function. Thus, for

the rate of change of these functions to be negative definite, ηi is defined as a strictly positive constant and k must be

chosen such that the following holds:

1
2

d
dt

s2
i = si Ûsi ≤ −ηi |si | (43)

The complete control input is determined by subtracting the switching/robust control term v from the estimated

equivalent control term ûeq:

u = ûeq − v (44)

Combining Eqs. (37), (38), (42) and (44) give:

Ûs = GĜ−1
(
ÜPUAVd −MF̂ − a1 Ûe1 − a2e1 − kdsign(s)

)
+MF − ÜPUAVd + a1 Ûe1 + a2e1 (45)

The required switching magnitude is based on the upper bound of the perturbation relative to ûeq which can be
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Table 3 UAV parameter uncertainties

Parameter Value with Uncertainty

M 15 ± 2 kg
CLα 3.44 ± 0.2 rad−1

CDp 0.02 ± 0.01
VUAV 20.4 ± 5.0 m

s

TN 0.2T̂N - 1.8T̂N

calculated from relevant uncertainties tied to key UAV parameters as summarized in Table 3. Bound Fmax can thus be

defined for the vector MF: ��MF̂ −MF
�� ≤ Fmax (46)

And similarly, DB can be defined to bound the uncertainty associated with G as follows:

G = (I3 + ∆)Ĝ, where |∆| ≤ DB (47)

In Eqs. 46 and 47 the inequality constraints and the absolute value function are applied element-wise. By inserting Eq.

(47) into Eq. (45) we get:

Ûs = (MF −MF̂) − kdsign(s) − ∆kdsign(s) + ∆a (48)

where a = −MF̂ + ÜPUAVd − a1 Ûe1 − a2e1 (49)

We continue to design v to form a control law such that each 1
2 s2

i is a Lyapunov-like function that ensures the trajectory

is driven to the si = 0 manifold. We have:

si Ûsi = si

(MF)i − (MF̂)i −
3∑
j=1
(∆i j k jsign(sj) + ∆i jaj)

 − kisign(si)si (50)

The sliding condition is satisfied if k is chosen such that si Ûsi is smaller than −η |si |. Substituting in Eq. (46) and Eq.

(47) gives:

si Ûsi ≤
Fmaxi +

3∑
j=1
(DBi j k j + DBi j |aj |)

 |si | − ki |si | ≤ −ηi |si | (51)

Simplifying and rearranging give:

ki −
3∑
j=1

DBi j k j ≥ Fmaxi +

3∑
j=1

DBi j |aj | + ηi (52)

If we rewrite the equation in vector form, re-insert Eq. (49) and solve for k we get:

k = (I3 − DB)
−1 [

Fmax + DB
��−MF̂ + ÜPUAVd − a1 Ûe1 − a2e1

�� + η]
(53)
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Table 4 SM controller settings

Parameter Value

a1 [0.3, 0.3 ,0.3]
a2 [12.0, 12.0, 1.0]
η [0.01, 0.01, 0.01]
bt [0.2, 0.2, 0.2]

(a) XY plane (b) XZ plane

Fig. 6 Desired UAV path vs. wind magnitude

To further reduce chattering, we will replace the signum function with a high-slope saturation function:

sat
(

si
bti

)
=


si
bti

if |si | ≤ bti

sign(si) if |si | > bti

(54)

The boundary layer thickness for each axis (bti ) can be adjusted such that tracking accuracy can be traded off to remove

undesired high control activity.

IV. Simulation Results
This section presents the results of the simulated towed system described in the previous sections. To evaluate the

effectiveness of the wind compensation strategies discussed in this Note, the cable is initiated at the no-wind equilibrium

condition, the wind is ramped from 0 to the desired wind magnitude at the start of the simulation, and ample time is

allowed for the cable to settle. The results have been generated using the assumed system parameters defined in Table 1,

the controller settings summarized in Table 4, and the data is captured after the system has reached steady-state.

The desired UAV path as a function of wind magnitude is shown in Figs. 6a and 6b for the horizontal plane (inertial

XY coordinates) and the vertical plane (inertial XZ coordinates) respectively. It is obvious that the UAV performance

constraints will prevent the UAV from following the path as ∆Hopt approaches the UAV towing radius. An upper limit

on ∆Hopt will limit the degree of vertical compensation possible for winds using this method only. Thus, the proposed
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path compensation will only be effective in winds up to 5 m/s. For all the cases presented, the SMC resulted in near

perfect tracking of the desired path, hence the target path is not explicitly shown.

The SMC commands (u) are shown in Figs. 7a through 7c along with the switching component of the command. It

is clear that when no uncertainties are involved, the equivalent control term (ûeq) does an excellent job of keeping the

trajectories on the sliding surfaces and there is essentially no contribution from the switching term (v) of the control law.

As could be expected, we note that the ability to achieve good performance in increasing winds, requires increasingly

responsive actuators. Fig. 7d shows typical tracking performance of the actual actuator output (in this case thrust) to

the actuator command for three different wind levels. As the maneuvers in winds are very dynamic the UAV actuator

performance is obviously a key to succeeding with this concept. It should also be noted that negative thrust is required

to track the path on the downwind leg. While reversed thrust may be challenging to implement for a small UAV, the

appropriate drag to force the UAV to slow down sufficiently, can be generated by some type of airbrake or speedbrake

system. The endbody positions in the inertial XY-plane and the inertial XZ-plane resulting from SMC control to desired

paths are shown in Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b respectively. Table 5 compares the endmass motion when the UAV is controlling

to the proposed wind compensated path to the endmass motion if no wind compensation is included. The maximum

vertical deviation from the ground-fixed target is denoted ∆hB . For the nominal no-wind case, the towed endbody circles

Table 5 Endmass motion with and without proposed wind compensated UAV path strategy

No Wind Compensation Proposed Wind Compensation
Wind RB ∆hB RB ∆hB

0 m/s 1.0 m 0.0 m N/A N/A
1 m/s 0.9 m 4.5 m 0.9 m 0.4 m
3 m/s 0.7 m 13.0 m 0.5 m 0.7 m
6 m/s 1.7 m 26.0 m 0.4 m 2.8 m

the inertial Z-axis without vertical oscillations, a radius of about 1 meter in the XY-plane and an endbody speed of

approximately 0.6 m/s. As the wind inceases the vertical oscillations of the endbody represents the biggest challenge,

resulting in an oscillation magnitude of 26 meters in 3 m/s wind without any wind-compensation. Using the control

strategy derived in Section III, the vertical oscillations of the endbody has been reduced to 0.7 m.

The key advantage of the SMC is its robustness to modeling uncertainties and measurement errors. To evaluate the

robustness of the SMC we assume some modeling errors and also inaccuracies in the tension measurements. The UAV

mass (M), the lift curve slope (CLα ) and the zero lift angle of attack (CDp ) are respectively set to 2 kg, 0.2 rad−1 and

0.01 higher than what is assumed by the nominal SMC model. The actual cable tension force is set to be 20 % higher

than the “measured” value that is fed into the control laws. The performance of the system with modeling uncertainties

is evaluated in 3 m/s wind and is compared to a system with no uncertainties in Fig. 9. The switching control term (v)
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(a) Alpha command (b) Thrust command

(c) Bank command (d) Actual thrust vs. thrust cmd

Fig. 7 SMC commands vs. wind magnitude

(a) XY plane (b) XZ plane

Fig. 8 Endmass positions vs. wind magnitude
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(a) Alpha command (b) Thrust command

(c) Bank command (d) Endbody position in XZ-plane

Fig. 9 3 m/s wind with model and measurement uncertainties

compensates for the errors in the model-based equivalent control term (ûeq) such that the system remains within the

defined boundary layer of the sliding surfaces. The resulting UAV tracking performance is indistinguishable from that

achieved for the same scenario without any modeling or measurement errors, resulting in close to identical endbody

motion in the XY-plane (not shown) and very similar endbody motion in the XZ-plane as shown in Fig. 9d.

V. Conclusion
A strategy has been developed for easily implemented path planning for a towing UAV in order to minimize the

motion on an endbody towed at the end of a long cable in the presence of winds. The target path is based on a nominal

path that is optimized for a calm air scenario, where a steady wind component will trigger compensations to groundspeed,

a UAV circular path center shift to remove steady-state offsets and tilting of the vertical path to minimize vertical

oscillations. Also, a robust sliding mode controller has been derived for path control. The proposed path planning and

control algorithms have been verified in a simulator. A numerical example involving a 15 kg UAV, indicates that it is

possible to stabilize the endbody with a relatively small motion for steady winds up to 5 m/s. But in order to perform

a pick-up maneuver, means to control the endbody separate from the towing UAV will increase the odds of mission

success significantly. Beyond 5 m/s the UAV is unable to follow the planned path due to perfomance constraints, and
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additional means of compensation are required.
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